BS/BA in Computer Science (College of Science and Technology, CST): 2021 unofficial

For official course descriptions: click here (select Computer Science BS or BA)

Arrows represent pre-requisites. **Bold boxes** indicate courses with substantial computer programming (try to take exactly one of these each semester).

**Shaded boxes** show courses required for the BS degree, but not for the BA degree. **What counts as CS elective?** [https://cis.temple.edu/cs-electives](https://cis.temple.edu/cs-electives) (need 15 credits)

Coop in CS (CIS 3381) is a good CS elective (if you will work after graduation). Independent Study (CIS 4282) is a good CS elective (if you will go to graduate school or you wish to take CIS 4397).

CST Advising: 215-204-2890 (1st Floor Paley): your official/overall adviser (declare your major, questions about non-major courses, after 85 credits get graduation review).

Advising for CS major requirements: sallyk@temple.edu (room 330 SERC).